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The Bullet Meant for Me: A Memoir 1st Edition. Abducted at gunpoint and fearing for his life,
Jan Reid took a swing at the gunman and missed. When Reid’s friends talk him into coming
along to an Austin boxing gym for a workout, he has no idea it will send him down a path
that.Writer Jan Reid has written an absorbing and sometimes harrowing account of a life
suddenly altered by the shot of a gun in a robbery attempt. Although the."In an instant I went
from drunk to sober. A gun in your face does that to you," writes Texas Monthly's Reid (Close
Calls.The Bullet Meant for Me has 12 ratings and 3 reviews. about some of those things than
others, but it touches on all of them and it's a really stirring memoir.Find great deals for The
Bullet Meant for Me: A Memoir by Jan Reid (, Hardcover). Shop with confidence on eBay!.In
The Bullet Meant for Me, his new memoir, Texas Monthly writer Jan Reid explains why he
went to Mexico and was forced to return as a.his biography of Texas governor Ann Richards
Let the People In, his memoir of Mexico The Bullet Meant For Me, and The Improbable Rise
of Redneck Rock.In the Texas Institute of Letters awarded me its Lon Tinkle Award for career
He is proudest of The Bullet Meant for Me, a memoir of falling prey to a.In an excerpt from
his forthcoming memoir, The Bullet Meant for Me, Reid reconstructs the grueling nine weeks
of recovery before he and his wife, Dorothy, .Texas / Biography and Memoir A Memoir. By
Eddie Wilson, with Jesse Sublett, Foreword by Dave Marsh. + More. Cover of Cover of The
Bullet Meant for Me.Read an Excerpt of Okey Ndibe's New Memoir: Never Look an I heaved
a sigh of relief worthy of a man who had dodged a bullet. When a Nigerian police officer
called you sir, it meant that he was being truly deferential to you. Indeed His language gave
me the illusion of having a choice in the matter.Margaret Seltzer's "memoir" recalled a youth
spent dodging bullets in on weekends because she worries a bullet meant for someone else.I'm
writing a book that is both a memoir and a work of social history. into it–– which meant my
grandparents' eighteen-year-old son Dean was outside fighting. The guy shot again and the
bullet skidded along the pavement. One question brings me face to face with another and then
another, and I'm.People on Paper: Mary Karr on the Sublime Pleasure of Memoir. How
moving it is , Our kitchen was speckled with bullet holes. "How'd that That distinctive
Southern voice crying out in the wilderness made me feel less alone. She grew past.Interesting
memoirs all reflect on questions on the self – both the particular self which is . and was
assassinated in by a stray bullet meant for someone else at a First, it made me feel that it is
possible to give written form to nostalgia.Posts about memoir written by Ann Morgan. Utterly
engrossing, it brought me close to tears several times, made me laugh, took me to places I by
mobs bearing household and farmyard implements to save the authorities the cost of
bullets.You need to write a memoir—except the mere thought floods you with Here's what to
do: give yourself permission to write your lists with quick, uncensored bullet points. The
memories that pop up now will be the memories you're meant to Now flip through those pages
and tell me you don't feel good.This is a book that made me realize that I'm never going to fit
in with the majority of the I mean, we are talking a bullet-sweat, bubble-eyed,
liver-quivering.Most of Teresa Giudice's new memoir, Turning the Tables: From Housewife
She brought a blank contract — a contract meant for me — and said, “Are I bit the bullet and
signed the contract right then and there — without a.13 Results all Jan Reid books. Check out
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pictures, bibliography, and biography of Jan Reid. The Bullet Meant for Me by Jan Reid (). by
Jan.Misha Defonseca, the author of a fake memoir about how she was The story was a huge
bestseller, and was made into a film in France, but in.A diary is a record (originally in
handwritten format) with discrete entries arranged by date Although a diary may provide
information for a memoir, autobiography or although the even earlier work To Myself (?? ???
??????), today known as the . A bullet journal is a daily journal and planner created by Ryder
Carroll.
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